Let G be any connected graph on 4 or more points. The graph G3 has as it s point set that of C, and two distinct pointE U and v are adjacent in G3 if and only if the distance be twee n u and v in G is at most three. It is shown that not only is G" hamiltonian , but the removal of any point from G" still yields a hamiltonian graph. Key W ord s: C ube of a graph ; graph ; hamiltonian.
Let G be a graph (finite, undirected , with no loops or multiple lines). A waLk of G is a finite alternating seque nce of points and lines of G, beginning and ending with a point and where each lin e is incide nt with the points immediately preceding and followin g it. A walk in whi c h no point is repeated is called a path ; the Length of a path is the number of lines in it.
A graph G is connected if betwee n e very pair of di stin ct points th ere exis ts a path, and for s uc h a graph , the distance between two points u and v is define d as the le ngth of the shortest path if
A walk with at least three points in whic h the first and last points are the same but all other points are dis tinc t is called a cycle. A cycle containin g all points of a graph G is called a hamiLtonian cycle of G, and G itself a hamiLtonian graph.
Throu ghout the literature of graph theory there have b een defin ed many gra ph-valued fun ctions / o n the class of graphs. In certain ins ta nces res ults h ave bee n obtained to show th a t if G is conn ecte d a nd has sufficie ntly many points, then the graph/(G) (or its ite rates/n(G» is a hamiltoni an graph. Examples of suc h includ e th e line-gra ph fun c ti on L(G) and th e total graph function T(G) (see [2 , 1],1 res pectively).
The Line-graph L (G) of graph G is a graph whose poi nt set can b e put in one-to-one correspondence with the lin e set of G such that adjacency is preserved. The totaL graph T(G} has its point set in one-to-one correspondence with the set of points and lines of G in such a way that two points of T(G) are adjacent if and only if the corresponding elements of G are adjacent or incid e nt.
Another example whi ch always yields a hamiltonian graph is the c ube fun ction. In fact, if x is any line in a connected graph G with at least three points, the n th e c ube of G has a h amiltonian cycle containing x. This follows from a result due to Karagani s [4] by whic h th e c ub e of any connected graph G on p( ;?: 3) points turns out to be hami ltonian-connected , i.e., betwee n any two points the re exists a path containing all points of G. Now if x is any line joining points u and v in G, then the addition of x to the hamiltonian path between u and v in the c ube of the graph produces a hamiltonian c ycle of G containing x.
The cube G3 of a connected graph G has as its point set that of G, and two distinct points u and v are adjacent in G3 if and only if the distance between u and v in G is at most three. The purpose of this note is to prove that if G is a connected graph (with p ;?: 4 points) then not only is G3 hamiltonian , but the removal of any point from G3 still yields a hamiltonian graph. Graphs enjoying this property have been referred to as I-hamiltonian in [3] .
THEOREM. JIG is a connected graph on p ;?: 4 points, then G3 is i-hamiltonian. PROOF. That C:l is hamiltonian is already known; indeed, there exists a hamiltonian cycle of C:l which contains any specified line of C as we have already noted. We now show that the deletion of any point from C:l also results in a hamiltonian graph. The proof is by induction on p, the result being true for P = 4, since the cube of any connected graph on 4 points yields the complete graph, and the removal of any point from this leaves a cycle on three points. Clearly the theorem follows if the result is proved for a spanning tree T of C. Assume the statement to be true for all trees on n points, 4 ,;:;: n < p, and let T be any tre e on P points. Consider the forest F obtained by deleting any The previous result cannot be improved so that the removal of any two points from the cube of a connected graph with at least five points results in a hamiltonian graph. For example, if P is a path containing adjacent points U and v, neither an end-point, then p :l -{u, v} is not hamiltonian.
